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No End to Strife at SF State

Unrest Linked to Lack of Money
ing,” he said, and began to show
their dissatisfaction.
Gradually, a handful of radical
students became spokesmen for the
student activists and conflicts
mounted, the former SFS president
added.
However, Mr. Smith emphasized
that the majority of students back
student and faculty strikes. He
said recent polls indicate that more
than half of SFS students support
the student strike, while slightly
less than half are in favor of the
teachers’ strike.
After the “hard core” dissidents
take over, they gather strong sup
port by focusing attention on a
single issue with wide appeal such
as anti-Vietnam sentiment or free

By T. J. GILLES
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
* Current conflicts and strikes at
San Francisco State College were
partly caused by underfinancing,
Robert R. Smith, former president
of San Francisco State, said last
night.
Mr. Smith, who resigned as pres
ident last November amid rising
-discontent at SFS, told about 200
persons in the UC ballroom that
many “p la u s ib le , legitimate”
changes in the college’s structure
could not be implemented due to
strict budget limitations. Many
students became frustrated by the
college’s failure to provide social,
political and cultural programs in
addition to “academic book learn

speech, Mr. Smith said.
When the president is unable to
satisfy student demands, which are
often unreasonable, campus militance rises, bringing police onto
the campus, he said. The presence
of uniformed policemen on a col
lege campus tends to involve fac
ulty members in the protests, he
added, with the result that nearly
everyone directly or indirectly con
cerned with the college becomes
involved.
No end to the strife at SFS is in
sight, Mr. Smith contended, al
though “there have been some pat
terns of communication” between
the protesters and the administra
tion.
Mr. Smith said programs to
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Dissidents Burn Comic Strips;
Air Complaints With Publisher
After burning comic strips on
the steps of the Missoulian,
SWINE’s (Students Wildly Indig
nant About Nearly Everything),
protest of the comic strips yester
day turned into an hour discussion
of the Missoulian’s coverage of the
UM campus and student protests.
About 20 members of SWINE
left the University Center at 2:45
p.m. yesterday and marched to the
Missoulian building with signa
tures of 640 persons supporting
their claim that the comic strips
Nancy, Little Abner and Dick
Tracy be discontinued in the Mis
soulian.
Lloyd Schermer, publisher of the
Missoulian, met the protesters on
the steps of the building. The pe
tition was read by Wayne Ude,
organizer of the group. Jon Nelson,
Lutheran campus pastor, summar
ized the philosophy of the protest
when he said, “In hope of spring,
in honor of laughter and for an
end to the Tracy frame of mind,
we dedicate this day.”
After copies of the three cartoons
were burned, Mr. Schermer invited
nine protesters to discuss their
complaints.
Students said the Missoulian
doesn’t get to the real issues of
student riots, but reports just what
happened. The students said they

wanted reasons behind the riots
and background information on
them. The dissidents added that
the Montana Kaimin is as bad as
the Missoulian on coverage of stu
dent protests.
Mr. Schermer and Edward Qoyle,
editor of the Missoulian, agreed
with the students, but said the
only available coverage of the pro-

tests is from the wire services and
that space is limited.
Members of the group suggested
printing articles that would get at
campus issues and the way college
students think. Mr. Schermer
agreed that there was a need for
this type of coverage to bridge the
gap between adults and young peo
ple.

Academic Affairs Will Propose
Pass-Fail for Electives to CB
Academic Affairs Commission
decided last night to propose a
pass-fail grading system for all
elective courses at next week’s
Central Board meeting.
Commission m e m b e r s Jack
Green, Joe Mulcahy and Bill Wor
den will draft the proposal. They
also will compose a student poll
and write to all UM faculty mem
bers asking for opinions and sug
gestions on the proposal. Both the
student poll and faculty letters will
be, distributed next week.
Under the proposal students
could ask to receive either a “pass”
or “fail” grade in any elective

course. However, instructors would
keep a letter grade record that
would be available if the student
ever wanted to use the credit to
fill requirements.
The results of the poll, faculty
opinions and the CB decision will
be sent to a Faculty Senate ad hoc
committee on the pass-fail system.
Bill Worden said he had received
information that MSU’s pass-fail
system limits the number of elec
tives taken under the pass-fail sys
tem to 18 credits. MSU students
may take only one course per quar
ter under the system, with the
consent of the instructor.

bring more members of minority every floor of every building, in
groups to the nation’s campuses addition to as many as 150 plain
and to implement curriculum clothes policement at large.
changes, especially the addition of
ethnic group studies, can help pre
vent the explosive situation which
exists at SFS and other colleges.
It is unlikely that most colleges
can obtain the money necessary to
implement such programs, he said,
noting that due to lack of funds,
SFS has nearly twice as many stu
dents as it is able to accommodate.
He added that programs for re
cruiting minority group students
are especially necessary, because
more than half of the students in
the San Francisco Bay area are
Negroes and Mexican-Americans,
and only about 5 per cent of the
students at SFS are non-white.
Mr. Smith expressed hope that
other colleges would be able to
cope with student unrest before it
becomes as grave as at SFS. He
said SFS, which five years ago had
only 15 “security policemen” pa
trolling the campus, now has two
ROBERT R. SMITH
or three uniformed policemen on

News Briefs

Rioting Mars Nixon’s Visit
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ROME—President Nixon, heart rocks and fought club-swmging po
ened by a cheering send-off from lice amid choking clouds of tear
West Berlin, arrived in Rome yes gas.
One student was killed, scores of
terday to a rousing welcome by demonstrators and police were in
thousands of Italians—a mood jured and more than 300 persons
shattered later by the worst riot arrested in the Communist-led dis
ing this capital had witnessed in orders.
years.
The violence erupted while the
Thousands of young people, President was safely inside the
shouting “Nixon go home!” and Quirinal Palace conferring with
“Mao, Mao, Mao Tse-tung,” hurled Italian officials.

Riots End at Rutgers
NEW JERSEY—Sit-ins by Negro
students at two Rutgers University
campuses ended yesterday after
noon when the demonstrators left
peacefully, saying college officials
had met most of their demands.
One demonstration involved the
Newark campus of Rutgers—New
Jersey’s state university—where 30
students took over a classroom
building three days ago to protest
what they called “racist” attitudes
of school officials.
Another 30 Negroes—only 10 of
them students—invaded a student

center building on the Camden
campus Wednesday night.
The students at Newark left
early yesterday morning, and one
of the leaders said, “All of our
demands have been met.” Several
hours later, the Camden demon
strators walked out of the student
center after they got a letter^—
passed through a window—saying
most of their demands were met.
Details of the settlement agree
ments were not specified. There
are 3,000 day students at Rutgers’
Newark campus, of whom 130 are
Negroes.

Allies Expect Red Attack
SAIGON—The enemy’s offensive
slacked off on its fifth day yester
day but allied forces expected a
second and more violent wave of
attacks. The opening phase has
proved almost as bloody as the big
drive a year ago.
Allied sources said 5,300 North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers

have been killed in the offensive
kicked off Sunday and 321 more
have surrendered or defected.
The sources reported at least 300
Americans have been killed. A
government spokesman reported
487 S o u t h Vietnamese troops
killed, 1,707 wounded and 62 miss
ing.

University Student Enters Plea
Of Innocent to Pot Possession

COMIC STRIP PROTEST—Edward A. Coyle, edi
tor of the Missoulian, addressed students from
SWINE, who protested yesterday afternoon against
three comic strips carried daily in the Missoulian.

After copies of the strips were burned on the Mis
soulian steps, Lloyd Schermer, Missoulian pub
lisher, invited protesters to discuss their complaints
with him. (Photo by Larry Clawson.)

UM student Gary L. Hoffman
pleaded not guilty to the charge
of possession of marijuana yester
day morning in District Court be
fore Judge Jack L. Green.
Hoffman is one of six students
arrested Jan. 16 in connection with
an alleged “pot party” in Aber
Hall.
Gene McLatchy, Missoula Coun
ty prosecutor, said he has not
bound over UM students Michael
J. Cooney, Edward Venetz and
William Flynn for arraignment be
cause he does not think there Is
sufficient evidence to convict them.
He said he asked the court to keep
information confidential in the
cases of Patrick Flaherty and Dinwood Park.

Judge Green refused to com
ment on the confidential informa
tion, saying he did hot discuss cases
in his court.

CRAM Convention
Will Be Thursday
CRAM, (Campus Reform Ac
tion Movement), will have its
convention Thursday, March 6,
at 7 p.m. in LA 11. The conven
tion was not held last night, as
was reported in the Montana
Kaimin yesterday.

Seamy Semanticist

U p fr o m t h e D o ld ru m s

Comedy Works in ‘Minsky’s’

With the first torrents of spring, the moribund student body Supports Rapport
Movie Review
Editor’s Note: The following is a
shows signs of reviving.
By JEAN STROMNES
letter sent by the English
When a runaway from an Amish
We first knew something strange was happening when we fictitious
department to the physical educa colony happens tp invent strip
saw Ed Leary last Friday and Saturday, scurrying purposefully tion department, relative to mat tease, you have The Night They
about the floors of the Montana House and Senate. He gave the ters of scholarship and sportsman- , Raided Minsky’s. Rachel brings her
ship.
meager talents to Minsky’s Bur
impression he knew what he was doing, an impression not nor Dear
Coach:
lesque House to be a dancer and—
mally given by anyone in those chambers. Before he was
Remembering our discussions of not very surprisingly—succeeds.
through, Ed and company had helped convince the solons to your football men who are having And so there is a conventional plot,
kill the measure that could have raised our fees by $60 a troubles in English, I have decided in which Rachel is the cause, dito ask you, in turn, for help.
quarter.
We feel that Paul Spindles, one
Ed and his henchmen continued out of character at Wednes of our most promising scholars,
a chance for a Rhodes Scholar Pelo Is Described
day’s Central Board meeting. Despite wierd keenings by Jack has
which would be a great thing
Swarthout, CB voted to allow students to vote on whether to ship,
for him and our college. Paul has As Still Innocent
continue spending absurd thousands of student fees on the care the academic record for this award
but
we
find that the aspirant is To the Kaimin:
and feeding of jocks. That’s much the best move CB has made also required
The Don Quixote of the Jet Set,
to have other ex
within memory. If it has any sense, CB will propagate a satura cellences, and ideally
should have Gene Nix, temporarily gave up his
tion ad campaign prior to the election to convince students they a good record in athletics. Since crusade against windmills to make
Paul is weak, even though he another political faux pas, this one
really don’t need Swarthout and entourage, at the expense of Tries
as usual under the mistaken im
student athletic sports facilities that could be bought with the letics.hard, he has trouble in ath pression that he’s serving the UM
body.
misspent funds.
We propose that you give some student
Nix committed attempted bribery
consideration to Paul as a
Then, after a long period of rumbling in the underground, special
the last Publications Board
varsity player, putting him, if pos at
midweek saw a student power group raise its brash head, com sible, in the backfield of the foot meeting when he asked Marilyn
candidate for Kaimin feature
plete with shell-like ears. Named CRAM, the group aims to ball team. In this way, we can Pelo,
if she would be willing to
a better college record to editor,features
tell the powers to do just that with rules and regulations un show
on the different as
the committee deciding on the print
befitting young citizens of the University. Among other things, Rhodes Scholarships. We realize pects of student government. This
before her recommendation
CRAM wants to affirm student legal rights relative to search that Paul will be &problem on the was
voted on.
field, but — as you have often was
and siezure, draft counseling, and other shady projects.
Since Miss Pelo later was rec
cooperation between our
for the Kaimin post by
There seems some promise CRAM will get some of its mem said*—
department and yours is highly ommended
Board, 1, and others, must
bers elected to CB in the spring elections. This cannot but perk desirable and we do expect Paul the
wonder if dishonesty were in
up CB, which normally runs along about like soil erosion. Some to do his best.
volved.
During intervals of study we
Miss Pelo, I believe, should be
good activists on CB would spare the Greek houses the embar
coach him as much as we declared innocent of conspiracy. In
rassment of having to come up with candidates every year. shall
can. His work in English Club essence, she told Clean Gene to
CRAM is having its convention Thursday, and any student who and on the debate team will force keep his bribe‘money by saying
wants to alleviate his gripes with the University should not him to miss many practices, but she would treat student govern
we intend to see that he carries an ment with the same publication
miss it.
old football around to bounce (or consideration as any other news
Then, yesterday, the seriousness of the revolution was put whatever one does with a football) subject.
intervals in his work. We
Previous to this incident, Cen
aside briefly by SWINE, a student group that marched down during
Paul to show entire good tral Board had kept its hands un
town to protest the Missoulian’s funny papers. “Nancy,” a lim expect
will in his work for you, and der the table where it could ma
pid 40-odd-year-old midget with a natural hairdo, was pro though he will not be able to be nipulate unseen, but with Nix’s
football practice till late in the bold-faced request, those hands
tested, as was Little Abner and Richard Daley’s favorite cop, gin
season, he will finish the season have come above the table and
Dick Tracy.
with good attendance.
they are covered with blood.
This time, Gene Nix created
Sincerely yours,
The march was a nice afternoon’s hike, with 30 or so of us
BENJAMIN PLOTINUS more dragons than his fabled swift
disheveled activists laughing it up and treading our way among
Chairman, English Department sword could take care of.
water filled chuckholes while numerous carloads of cheering
When will Central Board stop
representing itself and start repre
supporters swept by flashing the two-fingered peace signal.
senting the students? It makes one
ATHLETIC ARTIST
The Missoulian’s hierarchy greeted us on the steps of the
wonder
about this thing called de
Missoulian building with a semi-functional bullhorn and a little The late Berk Anthony, an art mocracy.
ist for Walt Disney, created the
friendly apologia.
We need fewer Gene Nixes and
Stanford University Smiling Indian
Editor Ed Coyle was cheered for announcing the impending symbol and designed the Arizona more Sam Kitzenbergs.
MICHAEL H. ROSS
termination of Dick Tracy, and the addition of Pogo. He was State University Sun Devil sym
Senior
booed for refusing to put Little Abner on the editorial page. bol in 1946.
We agree in part with Mr. Coyle’s stand. We support a com
promise between the SWINE and allies, headed by Wayne Ude,
and the SQUARES, headed by Sam Reynolds. To wit: why not
put Sam Reynolds on the funnies page?
“EXPRESSING 70 YEARS OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM”
At any rate, it was a good week.
Assoc. Editor——V alerie Slphers
Dan Vichorek E ditor__________ D an V ichorek
Assoc. E ditor____ G ary L angley

MO N T A N A K A I M I N

Policy on Letters
to the Editor
Letters generally should he no
longer than 400 words, preferably
typed and triple spaced, with the
writer’s full name, major and class,
address and phone number listed.
They should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office in
Room 206 of the Journalism Build
ing by 2 p.m. the day before publi
cation.

LOOK!

Glenn Non-Speaker
MEDFORD, Ore. (AP)—Former
astronaut Col. John Glenn has
agreed to be the non-speaker at a
nondinner which will not be held
by the Junior Women’s Club.
Glenn accepted the noninvitation
when advised that the club had de
cided to sell tickets at $5 per non
plate and devote all proceeds to a
fund for retarded children.

Bus. Mgr,______ B arb ara Richey
Mng. E ditor-Ronald J . Schleyer
Sports Editor—C harlie Johnson
N ews E d ito r—M ary P a t M urphy
Fea tu re E ditor___ M arilyn Pelo

Assoc. Editor________J a n Davis
Assoc. E ditor——K en Robertson
Asst. Bus. Mgr.----- Pam P a tric k
P hotographer___ H elen A hlgren

A dviser__________ P rof. E. B. Dugan
Published ev ery T uesday, W ednesday, T hursday and F riday of th e school y e ar by
th e A ssociated Students o f U niversity of M ontana. T he School of Journalism
utilizes th e K aim in fo r p ractice courses, b u t assumes no responsibility and exer
cises no control ov er policy o r c ontent. ASUM publications are responsible to
Publications Board, a com m ittee of C entral Board. T he opinions expressed on th is
page do n o t necessarily refle ct th e view s o f ASUM, th e S tate o r th e U niversity
adm inistration. R epresented fo r n ational a dvertising by N ational A dvertising
Service, N ew Y ork, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles, S an Francisco. E ntered as
second-class m a tte r a t Missoula, M ontana 89801. Subscription rate , $5 p e r year.
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formal or spring outfit
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Going into business for yourself
can be a good idea. Northwest
ern Mutual Life offers this op
portunity—and without capital
investment on your part.
A career in life insurance of
fers an exceptional chance for
personal achievement and re
ward. No waiting to get ahead.
Make your own breaks.
Is there a “best background”
for life insurance? No. Success
ful NML agents are from many
academic fields. They have this
in common, however: they are
all strongly independent men
who like running their own
business.
What yon should know
about NML

MARCH HARE SUPER BALL

We 'r e OPEN

Cygnus

Long Bar-B-Q Dogs_454
Long Hot Dogs------- 304
Long Cheese Dogs-----404
Long Kraut Dogs------ 404
Long Chili Dogs ------- 454

and

Einstein Intersection

■ iFtnn

March 1st

[ n T T O T i]

• We’re among the ten largest
life insurance companies in the
U.S.
• We are a “specialist” life
company. We particularly spe
cialize in individually-under
written life insurance with high
dividend return and high cash
value. Specialization gives the
NML agent a demonstrable sales
advantage.
• Northwestern Mutual Life Is
well-known for having a fine
training program—and you earn
while you learn.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Admission $1.50
UNIVERSITY LODGE BALL ROOM

South Higgins and Strand
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rectly or indirectly, of a series of
minor catastrophes which culmi
nate in a happy ending.
Within the confines of a wellworn, secondhand plot scheme, the
movie manages to be funny and
absorbing, to make twists in the
action here and there so the that
the expected doesn’t always hap
pen. Britt Ekland plays Rachel
well, blending naivete with an in
nate kind of worldliness. But the
movie can’t be taken too seriously,
nor does it want to be. All the
buffoonery of burlesque is in life—
the scenes in the stage shows often
parallel (and parody) the action of
the plot. Burlesque is a way of
laughing at man’s failings.
The beginning of the film makes
good use of the technique of
switching from black and white
to color, moving the past to the
present. Later, shots from old
movies are pertinently interspersed
with comic action, increasing the
humor of the scenes. The slapstick
comedy works, is seldom forced.
And what a relief that the manwoman love story is atypical—the
hero (a heel) doesn’t get the girl.
The real love story is well worth
viewing—that between the bur
lesque players and their audience.

Friday, Feb. 28, 1969

INTERVIEWS WILL BE
CONDUCTED 9-5, MARCH S
Placement Center, LA183

Chaos and Unrest Rampant in Turner
To the Kaimin:
I am quite confused. College is
an institution dedicated first to
study and secondly to meeting peo
ple. It is supposed to prepare the
“now” generation for meeting the
demands of life, yet it is failing in
my opinion.
Every student has learned that
he is expected to study according
to his personal needs and through
his own initiative. Those who don’t
succeed drop out or are expelled.
Why is it that some people on this
campus feel we aren’t capable of
meeting people on our own?
I live in a dormitory not only
because it is an'imposed rule but
also because I thought I would live
in an academic atmosphere here.
Thus far my disappointment is
morale shattering. (And I said
morale not moral.) Besides the fact
that there are tangible impedi
ments upon the pursuit of knowl
edge such as only one study room
and a building which readily con
ducts noise, there are intangible
impediments. These refer to the
general .disposition of the entire
dorm.
In past history of the world the
most learning has occurred in
times of peace. This same fact can
be applied to a dormitory situation.
Turner Hall is the epitome of chaos
and unrest right now. (Maybe
other dorms are too.) I’m not
afraid to admit it, and I don’t care

about the reputation of this living
area because of what good is a
superficial reputation!
So many factors enter the pic
ture that the whole situation will
never be completely understood.
From my standpoint, I see house
mothers and others who are so
concerned about externals (Or how
people and situations appear) that
they loose sight of what is below
the surface. They presume for ex
ample that just because they invite
several residents to tea or just be
cause everyone participates in an
all dorm function or meeting, a
friendly, harmonious atmosphere
will be automatic.
Lately many girls have quit pre
tending. They have simply said no
—we don’t want another transpar
ent get together. What they are
really saying is ‘le t the harmony
that exists be real. Let us naturally
meet people and make friends and
don’t shove us together for the
sake of appearances. Let us choose
our friends according to standards
inside a person rather than those
outside (i.e., dress, reputations,
etc.).”
I could continue this letter for
ever, but I am just asking: “Main
Hall, Housemothers, SR’s, and JS’s,
and, most important, residents, are
you evaluating things as they
really are or as they look?
KATHY JOHNSON
Biology - Freshman

Corporal A ffliction Suggested fo r Hayes
To the Kaimin,
In regard to the recent letter
(Wed.) in which Mr. Hayes pur
ports that the “administration is
treating us (?) like children
again,” I must admit he bring his
point home well. Mr. Hayes seems
to be under the impression that it
only takes the title of student to
transform a mere child into a ma
ture man or woman. Just as many
fools believe that the magical age
of 21 performs a minor miracle, no

Minds and Bodies
Needed to CRAM It
To the Kaimin:
The Great Electric Experiment
has begun, babies.
You’ve heard about the Move
ment spreading through this rising
generation. It’s not a Great Con
spiracy, unless the battle to hu
manize the plastic jungle we call
society subversive. ’Cuz humaniza
tion is what the Movement is all
about — a frightening, intoxicat
ing, mad desire to see what the
mind of America would iook like
were it free of the pollution of hy
pocrisy and devoted to something
as painfully simple as honesty
among men. Headquarters for the
Movement is in your conscience
and in the conscience of anyone of
any age who sees injustices per
petuated by a society that began
selling *its soul long ago. It’s time
to buy back the soul of America—
but the price is that we commit
ourselves to something bigger than
cynicism and better than bullshit.
What is being asked is that you
spent a weekend thinking about
whether or not you’ve been too
crippled by the various worlds that
have made up your life to really
give a damn. If yes, you have our
sympathy and understanding. But
if a flicker of fight is left in your
tortured minds, come to CRAM
and let it flare.
CRAM (Campus Reform Action
Movement) is dedicated to chang
ing that which suppresses us now.
This doesn’t benefit the ghetto
child or the migrant worker; it
benefits you. And you might be
able, some day, to correct one of
the many injustices that we see
everywhere. But now is forever;
the future is here.
CRAM has been set up by a
group of students to provide a
channel for change. It’s only a
skeletal structure. A convention to
form a CRAM Party is happening
Thursday night. You’ve read about
the basic platform in this paper.
CRAM needs your minds and
bodies. Think about candidates
who can cut through the mental
apathy and physical impotency
that afflict our student govern
ment. Think about becoming a
candidate.
Come-to CRAM; begin to learn.
Signed,
Gary Lowe, Melinda Foster, Shar
on Sykes, Gig Miller, Steven Coldiron, Mary Herak, Jan Stacey,
Chuck Briggs, Rick Applegate,
Craig Mattson, Rob Sand, Lyslea
Mizer, Ed Waldrup, Skip David-

pun intended, Mr. Hayes fails to
realize that to be treated as a man
one should act as a man.
A mature man does not forego
paying bills, be they to the Uni
versity or the phone company. If
a difficulty arises in meeting the
payment, a mature man attempts
to work out an agreement to han
dle the problem rather than rant
ing off threats of misconduct - or
destruction. If Mr. Hayes would
look at the Administration as sup
plying a service for the student
rather than plotting to starve de
linquent
students, he might see a
Leary and Friends good intent
one behalf of his su
Beg for Clemency periors.
I would further venture to say
To the Kaimin:
that a child who when confronted
The Associated Students of the by authority throws a tantrum, as
University of Montana recognize well as other projectiles, is some
and support the academic right of thing less than a child; he’s a
faculty members to make final de spoiled little brat who should not
termination as to the subject mat be sent to bed without supper, but
ter to be taught and the materials taken over the knee and wailed
to be used in their respective the hell out of.
MISSOULIAN TWIN
courses.
DON R. PINTER
Caracas, capital city of Vene
We also realize that in certain,
Senior, Bus. Ad. zuela, is 3,164 feet above sea level.
courses it is imperative that texts
and manuals for an individual,
course- offering be changed from
quarter to quarter.
However, it also appears quite
evident that there exists an exces
sive turnover in text materials be
Sunday Evening at 8:00
tween quarters.
Accordingly, we are requesting
AT
that the members of our faculty
direct their efforts toward selecting
texts which could be utilized for
the three regular quarters of one
All Welcome
academic year whenever this is
possible.
Students 50c
ASUM
Ed Leary, Pres.

The “IN”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Circular “Love Thingie” Posters
“Love Thingie” Puzzles
Laugh-In Blow-ups
Laugh-In Book Covers
Parent Protest Posters
Rickie Tickie Stickies
Fantas-Sticks
The New Greeting “POPSIES”

AND OF COURSE THE FINEST FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS IN MISSOULA

. . . ARE IN AT

GARDEN CITY FLORAL
129 W. Front

543-6627

Junior Duplicate Bridge
NEWMAN CENTER

USO Jubileer Tour

PREVIEW
MUSIC RECITAL HALL
March 4, 8:15 p.m.

Tickets $1.00
ON SALE AT
• Music Building
9 UC Information Desk
• Door

P e r f e c t 1s y m b d il

■of. the |over ydu^'share
Being with each other, doing things together. .. know
ing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized byyour diamond engagement
ring. Ifthe name. Keepsake, is inthe ring and on the tag.
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection... He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.*Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.
_

_

K

REGI STERED

_

e e p s a k e *
D I A M ON D R I N G S

HOWTO PUN YOUR ENGAGEMENTAND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, “How To Plan Your Engage
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25o. Also, send special offer o f beautiful 44-page Bride’s Book

City______________________________________________________
State___________________________ Zip______________________
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
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Home Games This Weekend

Intramural News, Schedule
• Intramural sports board will
meet at 4 p.m. Monday in FH 210.
FRIDAY
4 p.m.
DSP vs. SX, MG
5 ATO vs. SN, MG
PD T VS. TX, WC
SATURDAY
FOM vs. Metric, MG
' W hite Pow er vs. A jax K nights, MG
R aiders vs. A ber IV, MG
Nismal Swamp vs. Shooters, WC
Studs vs. Surfers, MG
BSN vs. Micro W ave, WC
1 feed* a nd W hite vs. Alpha Nuevo, MG
W esley House vs. T rojans, WC
Tipp vs. Music, MG
DB's vs. Rejects. WC
3 Bribers vs. O’House, MG
H eads vs. Fubar, WC
4 feahway vs. Seven T u T u’s, MG
001’s vs. Stonles, WC
SUNDAY
Noon
Fantacy vs. Buckeyes, FH
feoTC No. 1 vs. Independents, MG
Shannon’s vs. Lagnaf, WC
H ui O’H aw aii vs. Bom bers, FH
2 £ x v s . SN, MG
Metric vs. ADC, WC
___
3 I p E vs. SAE, MG
A ber IV vs. A jax K nights, WC
4 p.m.
FOM vs. O utsiders, MG
Music vs. Alpha Nuevo, WC
MONDAY
Soui vs. Flying Egyptians. MG
SATURDAY BOWLING
10 a jn .
W esley House vs. ROTC No. 2
Bullw hips vs. Independent
W arriors vs. A ber VI
SPE N ads vs. DB’s
L agnaf No. 1 vs. Forester’s X
12:45 p jn .
AKL vs. ATO
SN vs. PDT
TX vs. SAE
SPE vs. SX
PSK vs. DSP

★

★

★

BADGER LEAGUE
T eam
W
RA’s ------------------------------ —
W hite P o w e r ----------------—-----6
A jax K nights — ------------------- 4
Doves ----------------------------------4

J

sa^

L
0
£
2
S

—
-— 2
ROTC No. 1 -------------------------- ?
A ber IV — -------------------------- 1
Independents --------------------- 1
BOILERMAKER LEAGUE
T eam
W
R ejects —
■■ —---------------- 2
DB’s ----- -------------------6

i

B
8
8
L
9
1

I t ’s the

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop
for
Razor Cuts, Sculpturing
and Styling
by Chuck Crocker
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees
Open from 8:30 to 5:30
Tuesday throug h Satu rd ay

Corner of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot

B u c k ey e s---------------------5
Loving Friends -------------------- 4
F u b a r — — ------------------------ 1 3
Gibons --------------------------:----- 3
H eads ------------------- -- — - — 1
Fantacy ___________
1
O’House |----------------------------- ■ 1
BUCKEYE LEAGUE
Team
W
Bom bers -------------------—— — 7
H ui O’H a w a ii------------------------ 6
Rockets —----------------------------- 4
G uanoes ------------------------ — 3
001’s ------------------------3
Seven T u T u’s -------------------- 2
F a ir w a y -----------------;— --------2
S to n le s ---------------1
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
Team
W
SPE ------------------------------- — 6
S A E _________________________4
S X _______________________ - 4
P D T ________________________3
D S P ____ ___________________ 3
S N ----------------------------------------2
T X _________________________ 2
A T O ------------------------------------- 1
GOPHER LEAGUE
Team
W
B F D s___ __________________ 7
F i s h _________________________6
S h o c k e rs __________________ - 6
SAE No. 2 __________________ 6
ROTC No. 2 ______
4
S h a n n o n 's___________________ 3
L a g n a f ______________________ 2
L o se rs_______________________ 2
Fo rester’s Y _________________ 2
La T r o ja n ___________ .______ 1
HAWKE YE LEAGUE
Team
W
S o u l_________________________7
Dumas 4 5 ___________________ 6
Bunny's B u lle ts ----------------------5
Eli’s B o y s ------------------------------ 4
Flying E gyptians ----------------- 2
A nim al F arm _______________2
Ed’s T e a m ___________________ 1
Knee H igh N ads ----------------- 0
ILL IN I LEAGUE
T eam
W
Forester’s X _________________ 7
T idal W ave --------6
Mesos ______________________ 5
T rojans ____________________ 4
Shooters ------------------------------3
B S N _________________________3
Micro W a v e _________________ 2
W esley H o u s e _______________ 2
SPARTAN LEAGUE
Team
W
S tu d s ________________________7
Red and W h ite _______________5
M istakes ___________________ 5
Tipp _______________________ 4
ALCU ______________________ 2
Alpha N u e v o ________________ 2
M u s ic _______________________2
S u r f e r s ______________________ 1
WILDCAT LEAGUE
Team
W
SPE Nads __________________ 7
G r i f f _______________________ 6
S p e e d ______________________ 5
G D I 's _______________________4
S to c k s_______________________4
P erm an en t W ave ___________ 4
W hite S t r i p e s ______________ 4
P^Q 6-.__
1
WOLVERINE LEAGUE
Team
W
F O M _______________________ 0
O u ts id e r s ___________________ 5
B u llw h ip s___________________ 5
H aw ks _____________________ 5
Spoilers ____________________ 5
IC A P _______________________ 5
F o m o k ______________________4
M e tric _______________________0
A D C _______________________ 0

1
4
4
4
§
0
6
L
0
0
2
3
3
5
5
5
L
0
2
2
3
3
3
3
8
L
1
2
2
2
4
4
6
6
0
6
L
0
1
2
4
4
5
6
8
L
0
2
2
3
5
4
5
6
L
0
1
2
2
5
5
5
5
L
2
1
2
4
4
4
4
0
L
0
1
2
3
3
4
0
7
7

Giants Sign Mays
To $125,000 Pact
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Willie Mays led the way as a
number of high-priced stars signed
major league baseball contracts
yesterday.
A number of stars, however, re
mained unsigned.
Mays, San Francisco’s venerable
star, signed his fourth straight
$125,000 contract.
Others who signed were Phila
delphia outfielders Richie Allen
and Johnny Callison, Minnesota’s
Harmon Killebrew and Baltimore
players Brooks Robinson and Dave
McNally.
The world champion Detroit Ti
gers are missing A1 Kaline, Norm
Cash and Willie Horton.

’T i p s , C u b s t o E n d S e a s o n s
The Montana varsity and fresh
man basketball teams will wind
up the 1968-69 seasons \/ith a
home stand this weekend.
Coach Bob Cope’s Grizzlies, with
an 8-15 overall record, will play
first place Weber State on Friday
and Saturday nights and Idaho
State on Monday. All three games
will begin at 8 p.m. at the Adams
Field House.,
Montana’s Cubs, who were high
ly touted but have slumped to a
7-9 record, have an opportunity
to even their record when they
play Miles City Community Col
lege at 6 p.m. Friday and Satur
day in preliminary games.
Powerful Weber State, 12-0 in
league play and 22-2 overall, is
led by 6-8 sophomore star Willie
Sojourner and two of the top
guards in the league—Justus Thig
pen and Sessions Harlan.
NCAA Bound?
The Wildcats clinched a tie for
the Big Sky title Saturday with
a 94-75 win against Idaho State
in Pocatello, Idaho, and need only
one win this weekend to cop their
second consecutive league cham
pionship and a berth in the NCAA
playoffs.
Earlier this season, WSC de
feated the Tips 91-61 in Ogden.
Probable Grizzly starters are 6-6
Jim Clawson or 6-8 George Yule
at center, 6-4 Ron Moore and 6-2
Dave Gustafson at forwards and
5-10 Harold Ross and 6-1 Don
Wetzel at guards.
Idaho State, though not as tall
as Weber, has three 6-5 players
starting in the frontline — center
Mike Gurnell and forwards Tony
Ioane and Lane Broyles. Like We
ber, the Bengals have an outstand
ing pair of guards, Trent Magner and Wilson Terrell.
Idaho State scored two home
wins over the Grizzlies earlier in
the season, winning 80-73 and 8272.
Ended String
In their last games, the Grizzlies
won their first road game of the
season and broke an 11-game win
ning streak, defeating Gonzaga 7674 and losing to the Bulldogs 7168 and to Idaho 75-65.
Ross, a strong contender for all
conference honors, was named Big
Sky player of the week for his ef
forts against Gonzaga. He hit 64.5
per cent from the field against the
Bulldogs and added many assists.
Qbpe and his assistant, Lou
Rocheleau, praised senior Ron
(Moore for outstanding rebounding
and defensive play in the past
(three games.
Moore, Steve Brown and Ray
pirindin, all seniors, will end their
college carers Monday night.
Awards will be presented to the
most valuable player and best de
fensive player at the game Mon
day.
Team Problem
The Cubs have been troubled
with teamwork problems, accord
ing to coach Del Carroll.
In their last outings they lost
two games to Gonzaga’s Bullpups
89-72 and 64-57 and defeated the
,Idaho frosh 71-60.

Despite frequent outstanding in
dividual performances, the Cubs
have not run their offensive pat
terns, Carroll said. He said the
team has concentrated on pattern
ball in practices this week.
Carroll praised center Ray How
ard and forward Willie Bascus for

their play against Idaho and Gon
zaga. He said Howard played ex
ceptionally well in all three
games and that Bascus had out
standing games against the Bullpups.
Probable starters are Bascus,
Howard, Kirk Johnson, Pete Mar
tin and Earl Tye.

Music by

Pineapple & Phase Phive
T.G.I.F. Night

MONK’S CAVE
GIRLS
You’ll Get His
Shirts Done Faster
at

Pauli
Laundercenter
No Waiting
Dry Cleaning
26 Washers —15 Dryers
Near Tremper’s Shopping Center

ASUM Program Council Presents

FRIDAY AT FOUR
featuring

GUNSIGHT PROJECT
Copper Commons, University Center

AJ
k
1J
Linc

/•/•

la g n p lip e r

FISH SMOKING
THE CRITICS’ CHOICE

Locker Beef
Processed
49c lb. Half or Whole
47c on Fronts
59c on Hinds
•
Lockers

•

Open Daily
Free Coffee & Donuts
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Brooks Street
Lockers
230% Brooks

Not From N.Y.
Not From K.C.
Not From L.A.

THE ELECTRIC BATH
Live Music 9 p.m.—2 a.m.

No Cover Charge
T.G.I.F. 4:30-5:30 p.m.

THE BARON

543-5280

642 Woody Street

(Behind Eddy's Bakery)
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high fidelity
« . . an unqualified success, a truly excellent and unimpeachable
am plifier. . . harmonic distortion was among the lowest ever
m e a su re d ...IM ch a ra cte ristics...th e best we’ve ever s e e n ...
one of the quietest amplifiers yet encountered: free o f hum and
free too o f annoying noise.

H

iR

/f e t e r g o

“ ...ra n k s among the veiy best available. Its rated continuouspower output per channel is 60 watts (with both channels driven)
into 4 ohms, 50 watts into 8 ohms, and 30 watts into 16 ohms.
Our laboratory tests showed the AR amplifier is rated w ith great
conservatism. . . (it) delivered a staggering 110 watts per channel
a t the clipping point.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
93 STRIP
-----2104 BROOKS
With A Complete Line Of Top Quality Hi-Fi And
Musical Instrument Speakers
JAMES B. LANSING CO. (JBL)

Bruin Skiers
Looking for
League Title
UM’s skiers hope to put every
thing together this weekend and
trip favored Montana State Uni
versity in the Big Sky Champion
ship meet at Missoula’s Snow
Bowl.
The Silvertips must score well
in all events to offset the tradition
ally strong slalom and jumping
performances of the Bobcat skiers,
TJM coach Gary Nelson said.
Montana’s hopes rest largely on
cross country standouts Tim Pot
ter, Gary Keltz and Jan Wessel,
along with veteran ace Rick Gib
bon and freshman standout Craig
Menteer in the alpine events.
About 125 skiers will compete
in the meet, which will be held in
conjunction with the NCAA qual
ifying trials. Skiers from about 16
Northwestern colleges will partici
pate in the meet, which is sched
uled to begin at 10:30 ami. Satur
day with the downhill races. Cross
country competition will begin at
2:30 p.m.
Slalom races will start at 10:30
a.m. Sunday, and the ski jumping
competition is scheduled for 2 p.m.
In their last regular season meet,
the University of Idaho Invita
tional Meet at McCall, Idaho, two
weeks ago, the Grizzlies finished
third behind MSU and the Univer
sity of Washington.

MEN!!
Stoverud’s can supply
your cuff links and
dress shirt studs
for formal and
semi-formal functions

Q

$ tc w

e > a /jo C L

Florence Hotel Building

GOLDEN HORN
A willful passionate girl and...
the threemenwhowant her!

JU LIE CHRISTIE ALAN BATES

F AR FROM THE
MADDING CROWD'
One Showing Nightly—-7:30

Starts
WEDNESDAY

Charlie Horses
by
Charlie Johnson

Minor Sports—A Major Concern
Once upon a time in the history of intercollegiate athletics,
some fiendish, money-counting athletic directors arbitrarily
divided sports into two categories—major and minor.
Major sports, they decided, shall be those that make money;
ergo, they shall receive most of the athletic budget. Minor
sports, as a rule, do not make money and thus deserve only the
crumbs off the banquet table.
And so it is at most colleges, although one sport may be
classified as major at one institution and minor at another.
At UM, minor sports barely get the crumbs, having only a
few scholarships available and part-time coaches.
The sad part of the tale is that in many instances the im
poverished minor •sports teams somehow manage to finish
higher in the standings than their rich counterparts.
Certainly no one can dispute the fact that football requires
more money and scholarships. But should King Football be fed
more and more while the emaciated wrestlers, swimmers,
golfers, and track, tennis and baseball players starve?
Last fall, for example, 57 players were listed on the Grizzly
football roster, and we may assume that all received scholar
ships of some kind. If just a dozen of these scholarships were
split up and given to minor sports teams, UM would have a
much broader, more solid athletic program.
A classic example is the Grizzly wrestling team. I have noth
ing but admiration for the wrestlers, who fought their hearts
out at the Big Sky championships here Saturday and still fin
ished a distant fourth. A few of them receive partial aid, but
most wrestle for nothing, competing out of sheer love of the
sport. They practice in an unheated room suitable only for a
Montana State Prison torture chamber.
With just a few scholarships, UM could recruit some of the
fine wrestlers Montana, particularly Missoula Sentinel, pro
duces each year. Several former state champions are attending
the University and not wrestling. But why should they when
they would receive little or no financial aid.
It seems unfortunate that more money could not be put into
the skiing program in light of the excellent facilities at Snow
Bowl, which would doubtless be attractive to potential skiers.
Montana State, for example, has full-time wrestling and ski
coaches and gives scholarships in these sports. Interestingly
enough, the roster of the Big Sky tri-champion Bobcat football
team lists only 42 players. Montana State, however, has weak
track, swimming, golf and tennis programs but appears to be
improving.
Concern over minor sports is one reason why many UM stu
dents want to make the athletic department submit a budget
request to Central Board like other departments.
Many of us would like to see the swimmers and golfers, al
ways the class of the conference, get more money to travel to
compete against Western powers. They win and consequently
should get the opportunity to see how they stack up against
other good teams.
There are some of us who would rather watch a baseball
game than a football game and would like to see a much
stronger baseball program. Similarly, many students might pre
fer wrestling to basketball.
Submitting a budget request to Central Board probably
would not result in a decreased athletic budget. What it might
do is give students more voice in the distribution of their
$125,000.

UM Bowling Team Idle
Following Loss to MSU
^Montana’s varsity bowling team
is idle until next quarter when the
keglers will take a four-day road
trip to Idaho and Utah.
Last Saturday, the bowlers,
coached by Vince Wilson, lost a
match to Montana State 13%-5%.
MSU won the first series 792781 and the second 861-852 while
UM took the third 914-897. Over
all, the Bobcat bowlers showed a
2,550-2,547 lead.
Bob Knutson of MSU won the

singles title, rolling 577, a pin bet
ter than Montana’s Jim Sulgrove.
MSITs Bob Maynard was third
with 551 to edge A1 Luis of UM,
who had 550.
Sulgrove and Ed Hanson teamed
to win the doubles with 1,137.
UM’s team will face Ricks Col
lege, Idaho State University, Uni
versity of Utah, Utah State Uni
versity, Weber State College and
Brigham Young University on the
four-day trip.

VILLAGE CLEANERS
ONE HOUR "M A R TIN IZIN G "
7 to 6 Weekdays
8 to 1 Saturday for pick-up.
IN HOLIDAY VILLAGE

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
3 Lines for $1.00
DAILY UNTIL 6 P.M.
(Student ID Card must be presented)
BOWLING BILLIARDS CAFE

LIBERTY LANES
Broadway at Russell

ALL CREDIT
CARDS
We Give Gold Strike Stamps
LITTLE CHIEF

Alt CREDITCARDS

HONORED AT;

LITTLE CHIEF GAS
On South 93

Want Something: To Do?
Drop out and see us at

EIGHT BALL BILLIARDS
Grab a Cue and Relax
at any one of our 13 tables

Tonight
DAVIDO. SELZN1CK-S
*
MARGARETMITCHELL'Ssu., Wik.ows-4

GONEINW
ITH THE WIND
TECHNICOLOR storing
C l a r k G able
H ow ard • D cH avilland
sT iv ien Leig h « 'w

«

vamy

MARDI
T.G.I.F. PARTY, 3 to 4

Featuring an Adult Room
One Showing 7:30

Adults
■ •_____ |1.50
Students with Cards_31*00

Heidelhaus

and the finest atmosphere for the
serious billiards shooter
3101 Russell — 2 Blocks South of Tremper’s
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Rosy Statements Called ‘Misleading’

Saigon Euphoria IsparT
n
oxiN
By TRAN VAN DINH
(CPS) —- If the 1968 TET of
fensive brutally awakened Wash
ington and Saigon (which had
slept so long on the “body counts”
and “hamlet evaluations,” the 1969
TET celebration was marked by
the euphoric statements of immi
nent victory from the Saigon mili
tary junta and the U.S. military
command in South Vietnam.

News Analysis
But it is not difficult for even
casual observers of the Vietnam
scene to see that the reality is
quite different. The U.S. and “al
lied” troops (total 1,610,500) have
not won a single battle and the
political situation has worsened.
Opposition and religious leaders
have been arrested by the hun
dreds, the press has been muted,
singers were silenced and the in
ternal struggle for power and
money between General Thieu
and General Ky is as intense as
ever.

If the past offers some indica
tion of the validity of the new
rosy statements coming from Sai
gon in recent days, the declara
tions made by U.S. officials in
the last few years can be en
lightening:
1962 (9,000 U. S. troops in South
Vietnam):
“U.S. aid to South Vietnam has
reached a peak and will start to
level off.”—Defense Secretary Mc
Namara, in the New York Times,
May 12.
1963 (11,000 U.S. troops):
‘‘The South Vietnamese should
achieve victory in three years.”—
Admiral Harry D. Felt, comman
der in chief of U.S. forces in the
Pacific, in the New York Times,
January 12.
1963
“Victory in the sense it would
apply to this kind of war is just
months away, and I am confident
that the reduction of American ad
visers can begin, any time now.”—
Gen. Paul D. Hartkins, Comman
der of the Military Assistance

Miss Byers Gets Wilson Award
TJM senior Constance Byers re
ceived honorable mention in the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellow
ship Foundation competition this
month, according to H. D. Hamp
ton, UM assistant professor of his
tory.
The Foundation this year desig
nated more than 1,100 students as
among the best future college
teachers on the continent and also
awarded honorable mentions in the
competition.

90 UM Faculty
To Be Speakers
More than 90 faculty members
have offered to speak in Montana
communities about “Bringing the
University to the People,” accord
ing to John Delano, executive di
rector of the UM Alumni Associa
tion.
The UM Faculty Speakers Bu
reau was formed this month to
provide speakers for clubs, serv
ice organizations and special in
terest groups in Montana, Mr.
Delano said
Topics for the speeches range
from “The University' in Modem
Society” and “The Student Cla
mor for Relevance” to “The Evolu
tion of Jazz” and “Geological His
tory of Montana.”
Students and prominent alumni
will become a part of the pro
gram in the future, Mr. Delano
said.

Fifteen regional selection com
mittees chose the Woodrow Wil
son designates, all of whom orig
inally were nominated by college
professors. Candidates submitted
their credentials including college
transcripts, letters of recommen
dation and a 1,000-word statement
of their intellectual interests to the
selection committees.

Sanitation Shop
At UM June 10
A sanitation workshop for jani
tors in Western Montana elemen
tary and secondary schools and
colleges has been scheduled for
June 10-12 at UM, according to
Kenneth Head, UM sanitarian and
coordinator of the workshop.
Mr. Read said industrial repre
sentatives will conduct various
segments of the workshop which
is sponsored by UM and the State
Department of Public Health.
Areas to be studied during the
workshop include food service,
fire prevention, floor maintenance,
plumbing and electrical mainte
nance, personal health, cleaning,
control of microorganisms, safety

Command in Saigon, quoted in
Stars and Stripes, November 1
(the day Ngo Dinh Diem was over
thrown by his own army).
1964 (16,000 U.S. troops):
“I am hopeful we can bring back
additional numbers of men. I say
this because I personally believe
this is a war the Vietnamese must
fight. I don’t believe we can take
on that combat task for them.”—
Sec. McNamara, in The New Re
public, February 3.
1965 (184,000 U.S. troops):
’’President J o h n s on suggested
that the Viet Cong were now
‘swinging wildly.’ ” — The New
York Times, July 10.
“Mr. McNamara said, ‘We have
stopped losing the war.’ ”—The
New York Times, November 30.
1966 (340,000 U.S. troops):
“I see no reason to expect any
significant increase in the level of
the tempo of operations in South
Vietnam.” — S e c . McNamara,
quoted in a pamphlet by Clergy
and Laymen Concerned About
Vietnam, October.
1967 (448,000 U.S. troops):

“During the past year tremen desperation.” — The New York
dous progress has been made. We Times, May 30.
have pushed the enemy farther
and farther into the jungles. The
★
★
★
ARVN troops are fighting much
One1simply has to hope that the
better than they were, a year ago. “New Nixon” is not caught in the
We have succeeded in attaining old Johnson euphoria and suffers
our objectives.”—Gen Westmore the same fate.
land, in The New Republic, July
13.
“We are very definitely win
Need a New Watch?
ning in Vietnam.”—Gen. Harold
SEE STOVERUD’S
K. Johnson, Army Chief of Staff,
JEWELRY
in U.S. News and World Report,
September 11.
Men’s and Women’s
“U.S. military officials said to
Watches
from $12.95
day that the “fighting efficiency”
of the Viet Cong and North Viet-*
namese troops had progressively
declined in the past six months.
The morale was described as sink
ing fast. ‘We have 600 documents
that attest to the decline in
Florence Hotel Building
morale,’ they said.” — The New
York Times, November 30 (only
two months before the TET of
fensive).
1968 (536,000 U.S. troops):
“General Westmoreland said the
enemy is approaching a point of

Stoverud's

SEERON

Be
Wise!

for your
FREE ESTIMATE
on
PAINT & REPAIRS

RON’S Auto Refinishers
PAINT and BODY SHOP
PH. 549-2347
MIDDLESEX and STRAND
HOME 549-8092
MISSOULA, MONTANA

DOING
THE
RING
THING

REAL GIRL
by Tussy

Complete Line of Makeup

Peterson Drug
232 No. Higgins

tyles

a n d in s e c t a n d r o d e n t c o n tro l.
PROMPT WATCH &
JEWELRY REPAIR

unlimited

Your Headquarters
for all
Wig Service
Cleaning, Setting, Shaping

heinrich jewelersFAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
542-0011

Next to Wilma Theater

BOOT HEADQUARTERS FOR MISSOULA

We mean
the
engagement
ring thing.
If you are,
you should come see us. We
have ArtCarved diamond
engagement rings. You
might say diamond rings
are ArtCarved’s “thing” be
cause they have been hand
crafting beautiful diamond
rings since 1850. The ring
thing is a beautiful thing to
do...and ArtCarved is a
beautiful way to do it.
DESERT-FLOWER, from $90. to $800.

Art

Brown Leather Boot
Sizes 7-12
$19.99
Smooth Black Leather
Men’s Sizes 7-12 $21.99
Women’s Sizes 5-9 $19.99

B

AR R y
s h
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Carved

DIAMOND

Black and Brown Overlay
Sizes 7-12
$19.99
Bough Out Leather
Men’s Sizes 7-12 $21.99
Women’s Sizes 5-9 $19.99
Just Off Higgins
3-8422

RINGS

DavisJewelers

DONL.
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Country Has Two Strikes and Racial Fastball Is Coming

Report Shows U.S. Headed for Death
WASHINGTON (AP)—The na
tion may be “sowing the seeds of
unprecedented future disorder and
division” by failing to respond to
the Kemer report’s year-old
warning of a racially divided so
ciety, and independent progress
report concluded yesterday.
“A year later,” it said, “we are
year closer to being two societies,
black and white, increasingly sepa
rate and scarcely less unequal.”
The follow-up study was made
by Urban America, Inc., and the
Urban Coalition, two non-profit
urban-affairs organizations.
Entitled “One Year Later,” its
aim is to assess the progress—or
lack of progress — in the critical
areas where the Kerner Commis
sion found the root causes of riots
and civil disorders.
The report is pessimistic in all
areas except that of police-military
response to disorders once they
break out. This, the study group
found, had become more sophisti
cated,-less violent.
In all other fields, the follow
up report found black and white
Americans still drifting dangerous
ly apart.
There has been “some change
but not enough,” the report said,
“more incidents but less full-scale
disorder because of improved po
lice and military response; a de
cline in expectations and there
fore in short-run frustrations.”
With crime at the forefront of
the nation’s thinking, the report
said, “By the end of 1968 it was
evident that millions of Americans
were tired of hearing about these
conditions” of life in the slums and
ghettos.
It said the nation has failed to
respond adequately to the Kerner
Commission’s
recommendations
about better housing, education
and jobs for urban Negroes.
“Black and white Americans,”

SOCIAL WELFARE
LAB PRESENTS—

the report said, “remained far
apart in their perception of slumghetto problems and the meaning
of civil disorders. The gap had
widened by the end of the year . . .
“The nation has not reversed the
movement apart. The deepening
of concern about conditions in the
slums and ghettos on the part of
some white persons has been coun
terbalanced — perhaps overbal
anced — by a depening of aversion
and resistance on the part of oth“The mood of the blacks . . . is
not moving in the direction of pa
tience.
“The black neighborhoods in the
cities remain slums, marked by
poverty and decay; they remain
ghettos, marked by racial concen
tration and confinement.

<<The nation has not yet made visory board for yesterday’s re
available — to the cities of the port, said a crucial obstacle to
blacks themselves — the resources progress is that “Our cities are
to improve these neighborhoods starved for operating money; they
enough to make a significant have stretched their resources al
change in the residents’ lives. Nor most to the breaking point.”
has it offered those who might
In Atlanta, the Rev. Ralph Da
want it the alternative of escape.” vid Abernathy of the Southern
In a news conference at which Christian Leadership Conference
the report was officially released, said the progress report “may well
chairman John W. Gardner of the be the third strike in the urban
Urban Coalition said the report crisis.”
“makes it clear that the nation’s
“One year ago,” the Negro lead
response to the crisis of the cities er said, “The nation took the Ker
has been perilously inadequate . . . ner report as strike one and did
We have not made the total com nothing. Then we took 6,000 of
mitment that is so urgently needed the poor themselves to testify
if we are to make this a livable so through the Poor People’s Cam
ciety for every American.”
paign and Congress sat back, took
Mayor John V. Lindsay of New the second strike and did nothing.
York, who was a member of the
Kerner Commission and the ad-

Florida Poachers Start
Massacre of Alligators
MIAMI (AP)—Poachers, fear
ful of proposed federal legislation,
have begun an all-out massacre of
Florida’s dwindling alligator popu
lation, says an old poacher.
The poacher said the slaughter
quickened after newspapers car
ried stories last week about a bill
to provide federal protection for
alligators and other threatened
wildlife.
■ Two Florida game and conserva
tion officials agreed.
“I would say out of the South
Florida area there might be rough
ly 1,000 hides sold a month on the
average,” said the old poacher who
asked that he not be identified. “I
would believe that would go up to
1,500 to 1,600 now, and it don’t
take many months like that tQ wipe
the alligator population out.
“You can ride all day from the
east coast to the west coast and
from the Everglades National Park

up to Lake Okeechobee and never
even see a gator. Ten years ago
you might see 80 or 90 or them
lying along the banks.”
He said the bill, which would
make it illegal to sell any part of
protected animals in interstate
commerce, scares the poachers be
cause of the enforcement powers of
the federal government.
“When you violate a federal law
that’s something' else,” he said.
“You start messing around with
the FBI.”
Lt. Tom Shirley, Florida Board
of Conservation enforcement offi
cer, said there is usually a lull in
poaching this time of year “but
this year it’s different. We need
more personnel.”
The old poacher said the pro
posed federal law would halt The
traffic in alligator hides at the
most effective place, the dealers
who buy the hides for $4.75 a foot.

CONVENIENT STOP
on your way downtown
Hansen’s Ice Cream
519 S. Higgins

“Now we have the third strike
poming in March of 1969, with no
plan or program to deal with the
main crisis being faced by our na
tion. Instead, we are talking about
antiballistic missiles s y s t e m s ,
which are just another subsidy for
the military-industrial complex. If
we stand by and watch the third
strike called against us, it may be
the last inning of Western civiliza
tion.”

W e
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R ent . . .
BEDS
TELEVISIONS
FLOOR POLISHERS
SHAMPOOERS
BABY CRIBS
SNOW SHOES
MUCH MORE

Star Rental
1007 W. Kent

549-1981

Wednesday, March 5
THE NATIONAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY
presents

OTHELLO
8:15 p.m.

University Theater

TICKETS AT:
UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION DESK
MUSIC OFFICE, CARTWHEEL
Presented by ASUM Program Council—All Seats Reserved

G u a rd Y o u r C ash

W ith

“The High Cost
of Ignorance?
Monday, March 3
Florence Hotel
Pine Room
7 -1 0 p . m .

S IG N A L

SECRETARIAL

S ervice

VICTORY FOR SWINE—Jerry Schock carries his Students Wildly
Indignant about Nearly Everything poster yesterday as he leads a
group to the Missoulian Building downtown in a tongue-in-cheek
protest of Dick Tracy and other ''violent” comics. (Photo hy Larry
Clawson)

MERCER’S STANDARD
1300 W. BROADWAY
Dear Sir or Madam:
Let SIGNAL type your term
papers, themes, speeches.
You'll get quick service and
professional results. One free
carbon with the type copy.
Footnoting no extra.
We will pick up and deliver.
Call MARLENE LODMELL at:

Signal Secretarial
Service
1420 W. Broadway
728-1895

Featuring
Prompt Courteous Service
American Petroleum Products
Atlas Accessories
Marquette Tune-up

RIGHT-TO-THE-PENNY
thriftichecks
Make no mistakes about ThriftiCheck: It is the sim
plest, surest way to pay personal bills. With ThriftiChecks you'll make no mistakes about budgets, tax
deductions or bill payments. You pay bills to the
exact penny, never overpay bills and are never
short-changed. Cone are misplaced bill receipts;
worry no more whether a bill was paid. Nothing is
lost, more is saved paying bills with a ThriftiCheck*
Personal Checking Account Especially, all of the
hidden costs of traveling to pay bills with cash.
ThriftiCheck is a bargain down to the last of the
few pennies each checkcosts.

“I i l ” Indian Mini-Bikes

Coffee & Donuts on Sunday

WESTERN

M ONTANA

NATIONAL

BANK
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West Berliners Welcome
Nixon Despite Leftist Rally
BERLIN (AP) — “Ha-Ho-Hay,
Nixon is okay,” chanted 6,000 fac
tory workers, and the President
responded into a microphone: “HaHo-Hay, Berliners are okay.”
This climaxed ' the tumultuous
welcome President Richard Nixon
received during his four-hour visit
to West Berlin yesterday, and was
the citizens’ answer to the “Ho-HoHo Chi Minh” chants at anti-Viet
nam rallies of West Germany’s
New Left.
Ha-Ho-Hay is a German version
of Hip-Hip-Hooray.
The New Left was on hand when
President Nixon made his tour, al-

Jubileers Slated to
Perform Tuesday
The UM Jubileers, under the
direction of Joseph Mussulman,
associate professor of music, will
perform Tuesday, March 4, at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall.
They will sing songs from the
program of their two-week tour of
Canada scheduled for March. The
show also includes new material
they will present in April and May
on a tour of the Northwest Com
mand under the auspices of USO,
the National Music Council and
the Defense Department.
Tickets for the preview are now
on sale in the University Center
and the Music office, and will be
available at the door before the
performance.
The $1 admission will help de
fray the group’s expenses of a
two-and-a-half week educational
visit to Europe, following its per
formance at overseas military
bases.
Shoe Repairing

Placement
Center
TODAY
★ Ernst &'Ernst, Spokane, will
interview seniors in accounting.
★ U.S. General Accounting Of
fice, Denver, will interview seniors
in business administration for po
sitions in accounting and auditing.
MONDAY
★ Osco Drug,‘ Inc., Franklin
Park, 111., will interview seniors
for management trainee positions.
★ Proctor & Gamble distributing
Co., Spokane, will interview sen
iors in business administration and
the arts and sciences for sales posi
tions.

Concerning U
• The University of Montana
Foundation has received a bequest
of $23,696 from the estate of Mrs.
William Fullam.
Mrs. Fullam, the former Minnie
Spurgin of Missoula, taught in
Missoula for several years before
being elected county superintend
ent of schools in 1920. In 1923 she
resigned as superintendent and
moved to Los Angeles where she
lived until her death in 1965.
• The former Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity house at 1414 Maurice
Ave. will be torn down when the
planned science complex is com
pleted.
The University bought the house
at the end of fall quarter for $45,000. The house is being lised by the
forestry school for offices, class
rooms and laboratories.
The new ATO house is at 140
University Ave.
• J. Coe of the Rocky Mountain
Laboratory will present a zoology
seminar on “An Immunochemical
Approach to Fhylogeny” Monday
noon in HS 207.
• The total gross enrollment fig
ure for spring quarter advance reg
istration is 4,186, Registrar Leo
Smith announced yesterday.
Mr. Smith predicted that, ac
cording to last year’s percentage
drop in enrollment from winter to
spring quarter, expected enroll
ment for this spring quarter should
be about 6,650.

Johnston’s
Shoes & Service

CALLING U

Holiday Village Center
Large Selection of
Shoe Bows
Purse Handles

C L A S S I F I E D ADS
E ach lin e (5 word* average)
first in s e r tio n --------------------------- 20#
Each consecutive Insertion--------------10#
D eadlines: N oon th e day preceding
publication
If e rrors are made In advertisem ent,
Im m ediate notice m u st b e ' given th e
publishers since we are responsible fo r
only one Incorrect Insertion.

• GRIZZLY •
Buy of the Week

Traffic Board

~

LOST: Silver ring on p a th betw een
Jesse and B rantly, rew ard, 243-5389.
_______________ _________________62-4c
LOST: th ree notebooks — ap parently
picked up by m istake from bookstore
Feb. 21, phone 728-4887._________ 64-2c

6. TYPING
TYPING, form er corporate secretary.
849-6704._________________________ 3-tic
TYPING, fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.________________________ 13-tfc
TYPING fast. Accurate. 543-7482. 21-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Homer W illiamson. 235
D earborn. 549-7818._____________ 23-tfc
TYPING. E xperienced. 549-7282, 24-tfc
EXPERT TYPING. IBM E lectric. Mrs.
McKinsey. 549-0805._____________ 36-tfc
TYPING. 549-2953.
36-tfc
TYPING 549-0251.____________
36-tfc
ELECTRIC TYPING. P ica o r elite. 5498074.___________________________ 58-tfc
TYPING, Reasonable. 549-7860.
59-tfc
Em ergency T yping. 549-0844.
64-tfc

Traffic Board fined eight persons
$43 at yesterday’s meeting.
Those fined were David Lafferty, $5; David Cole, $11; Daryl Gadbow, $11, and Carol Barnett, $6,
no decals; Karen Koch, $2, and Lea
Labarre, $1, overtime parking; Pat
Schruth, $6, overtime parking and
parking in a no-parking zone, and
Elaine Harr, $1, parking in a no
parking zone.

10. TRANSPORTATION
RIDE WANTED from Colorado Springs
are a to Missoula ab o u t M arch 26, call
549-0890.________
6S-2c

17. CLOTHING

$1295
SEE OR CALL

CUNT BRANDL
Grizzly Lincoln-Mercury
2704 Hiway 93 So. 549-2376

NOW

AT THE CARTWHEEL
“Hot 100” IP ’s
New Regular Prices

Specialize in m en’s an d w omen’s a lte r
ations. 543-8184.__________________3-tfc

21. FOR SALE
LUCYS, 320 N. Higgins, fo r outstanding
gifts—dishes, stainless steel, w all decor
an d linens in a ddition to fine fu rn iture.
8-tfO
1963 C hevrolet Supersport, 1966 Corv ette engine, stick shift, 243-2540. 62-4c
Ve r y 1 GOOD 1961 Volkswagon Bui)
$450. CaU 243-5064 o r 549-7804.
62-4c
FOUR 650 B 3 A . motorcycles, $125 to
$1,100. Phone 543-7422.___________62-4c

22. FOR RENT

IT’S WORTH YOUR TIME
TO STOP .. .

Thistle Dew
Antiques
OPEN EVERY DAY

6 Miles West of Lolo
on U.S. Highway No. 12
ROY & STELLA
VAN OSTRAND
273-6766

The balance of the

R O X Y THEATRE
engagement of “THAT WOMAN” has been cancelled.
A great new program this Friday and Saturday
“PLAY DIRTY” and “THE UGLY ONES”

The Renoir-Godard Film Series
Godard’s

“THE CARABINEERS”
Sunday, 7 p.m.
University Center Ballroom

Admission Free

G O O D READING AT RUDY'S

• On The Loose, A Sierra Club Book____ ___ $6.95
• Overlive: Power, Poverty and the University
by William M. Birenbaum_____________$1.95 |
• The Writer’s Yearbook ’69_____________ $1.50
• Sons and Lovers by D. H. Lawrence_______ $1.65

RUDY'S NEWS

“PAPERBACK BOOKS AT POPULAR PRICES”

SHOP FRIDAYS AND MONDAYS ’TIL 9!

PLAN TO ATTEND
OUR “TREASURED
MEMORIES” BRIDAL
FASHION SHOW
Friday, March 7th in our Home Furnishings
. . . second floor! Come see a resplendant
collection of bridal gowns . . . bridesmaid’s
ensembles . . . all designed to make your
special day one that will never fade from
your memories! Come choose your trousseau
... fill in our “Bride’s Preference” card. You
might win a gift prize! We’re having a Bridal
Show reception after the showing too! Enjoy
cake and coffee with us!
BRIDAL SHOW STARTS AT 7 P.M.!

Now

$3.29 to $3.98

feXTRA NICE sleeping room fo r m en
only, close In surD urban. 543-8511.
61-tfe
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to have a 2.5 GPA and associate
editor applicants must have a 2.25
GPA.

■66 COMET CAPRIS
2 door hardtop

8. HELP WANTED
ATTRACTIVE p a rt tim e cocktail w aitress, supper club. 543-6192._______65-tfc

• Students will discuss change
and liberalization in the Church
after the 5:30 p.m. supper at the
UCCF House, 430 University Ave.,
Sunday.
• Students visiting the Warm
Springs State Hospital Saturday
will meet at the UCCF House, 430
University Ave., at 9 ajn.
• Applications f o r Montana
Kaimin sports editor and four as
sociate editors are due at the
ASUM office by March 4, when
interviews will be conducted.
Applicants must have served on
the Kaimin or have similar experi
ence and must be familiar with
the duties of the position. Appli
cants for sports editor are required

ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

Building of Bear
Delayed Because
Of Montana Law

Another delay in construction of
the base for the bronze Grizzly
bear makes it next to impossible
to have the Bear intact in the
Baby Oval by Commencement as
had been originally planned.
Bids for building the base and
developing the Baby Oval were let
by the physical plant last sum
TODAY
mer. One bid for $17,000 was re
Intervarsity Christian Fellow ceived for the project. The physi
ship, 7:30 p.m., UCCF House.
cal plant in charge of the project,
had to have the base designed by
TOMORROW
Budget and Finance, 1 p.m., UC an architect because the bid was
too high.
Student Activities Area.
A Montana law states that any
Orchesis Jazz Section, 10-12 ajn., University project costing more
WC.
than $10,000 must be designed by
Church of Jesus Christ LDS open an architect appointed by the State
house, 1-3 p.m., 3201 Bancroft Ave. Board of Examiners.

Dyeing

1. LOST AND FOUND

though dwarfed by hundreds of
thousands of well-wishers. At one
point, a snowball soared out of a
crowd of hostile students and
splattered on the window of the
presidential limousine.
For President Nixon, the visit to
this outpost city was a ringing suc
cess. Housewives waved bedsheets
and pillow cases, crowds surged
toward him at the Communist wall,
and curious East German border
guards snapped his picture.
When Nixon stopped at the
Communist wall dividing Berlin,
members of the surging crowd
picked him up and carried him to
the top of the 10-foot structure,
alarming his security guards.
From a viewing platform, the
President gazed into East Berlin
while the reinforced East German
guard units stared back.
The Vopos, as the Communist
Peoples Police are called by Ber
liners, trained cameras and binocu
lars on President Nixon. Noticing
their interest, the President smiled
and gave a half-salute in their
direction.
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ULYSSES S. DOSS
Photo by Helen Ahlgren

Black as Beautiful
Speaks to the spirit of newness.
from which the old garment
Not only fails to fit,
but it is the long lost, no longer needed
Black as beautiful
dances within and to the symphony
Of life’s creative forces,
the poetry of life’s new style,
Survival in dignity,
and the gift of being which is,
The pied piper’s call evolving from
man’s self imprisonment.
Doss, on Black Beauty

Doss--Black in a White Institution
By KATE CASKEY
Montana Kalinin Staff Writer
Ulysses S. Doss lives controversy
as a black man in a white institu
tion. His life centers around the
quest for human rights. His pub
lic actions are watched at UM and
around Montana. People listen,
some praise, some condemn and
all judge.
*
Mr. Doss teaches Afro-American
history and culture. He came to
UM from Chicago where he served
for two years as chaplain of the
Audy Home for neglected and de
pendent juveniles, four years as
an experimental chaplain of the
Caprine Green homes, a housing
development for the poor, and five
years as pastor of Olivet Metho
dist Church.
In community organizations he
worked with the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Jesse Jackson,
Jim Bevel and C. T. Vivian. He
is still a consultant to organiza
tions throughout the country.
■ A man of action, Mr. Doss is
independently seeking foundation
money for a UM minority students
summer program.
Seven thousand dollars worth of
books on Afro-American history
and culture have been ordered for
the University library.
Mrs. Judy McBride has been
hired to recruit tutors for minority
students and give incoming stu
dents academic, guidance and
counseling tests.
Mr. Doss spends about 40 hours

a week talking to students in his
office. He and his wife Betty hold
an open house once each quarter
where his students can visit his
home, listen to music and talk to
him, to his wife and to each other.
During spring break he will
speak at a meeting of black com
munity leaders of Minneapolis and
St. Paul in Minneapolis.
In November he was in Racine,
Wis. at the Johnson Wax Founda
tion to discuss educational pro
grams for minority students out
side the public school system.
Every Monday from 7-9 p.m. the
Afro-American culture course is
offered to Missoula people, free of
charge, for no college credit.
With an anonymous gift of $2,000 from one of the members of
his night class, Mr. Doss has
started a scholarship fund.
Along with ASUM Program
Council he has invited community
organizers Art Graham and David
Grippins to speak here spring
quarter. Also, the Jackson Broth
ers will give a spiritual singing
concert here in the spring.
Mr. Doss has suggested a pro
gram be developed in which stu
dents would receive credit for work
around the U.S. in programs deal
ing with social problems.
Accepting himself as a black
man, Mr. Doss vibrates when talk
ing of Afro-American culture and
his role in this new area of
thought.
The black movement, to him, is

a “vitality of identity in preserv
ing the black bluesy culture. It
calls into suggestion the nature of
man’s isolation from himself and
others.”
As an educator, Mr. Doss feels
he can enable some black students
and adults receive education as
well as to help them, and whites,
understand the dilemma and ug
liness of racism.
About life, Mr. Doss says, “I en
joy living and enjoyment of life
means that service rendered re
gardless of place or situation can
be meaningful experience. A chal
lenge is here and I am attempting
to meet that challenge.”
Last quarter he taught the
“Search for .Identity.” He tries to
lead his students toward an anal
ysis of themselves, to redefine
their attitudes and their way be
ing.
Students do not follow Mr. Doss
without questioning his opinions,
values and his role here. Last
week in one of his classes, a stu
dent challenged the idea of an
Afro-American culture course. In
the resulting discussion, class
members praised and criticized Mr.
Doss. Encouraging frankness, he
says that only through question
ing can we see if we have made
progress in the search for identity
and moved toward the basic values
of the nature of man.
Mr. Doss says the beauty of his
courses is that they are, in fact,
due to the demands of the black

revolution. Last year, after dis
cussions with representatives from
Action Seminar, UM President
Pantzer announced Mr. Doss had
been hired and an Afro-Ameri
can culture course would be added
to the curriculum.
“The administration showed im
mediate recognition that the Uni
versity should move in the direc
tion of Afro-American affairs,”
Mr. ’Doss commented almost one
year later.
Graduating with a BA., in psy
chology from Ripon College, Ri-

pon, Wisconsin, Mr. Doss went on
to receive a Bachelor of Divinity
degree from Garrett Theological
Seminary in Evanston, 111., and a
M A in philosophy from North
western University.
He is currently researching his
book “The New Israel,” in which
he affirms a necessity for the
black community to establish its
own norm of beauty, the meaning
of life, values, cultural direction
and goals. He condemns protest
which functions as an apologetic
force for blackness.

S o m u c h to e n jo y I

HOMOGENIZED

MILK
Montana’s Most
Widely Known Brand
of Dairy Products

CO M M UN ITY MEADOW GOLD

SHARPE’S A&W
is open to make your life
more delicious with
their
• Hoagies • Mushroom Burgers
• Italian Sausage • Mexican Tacos

SHARPE’S A&W
See Cecil’s
New

SPRING
ON BEAUTY—Esther Hadley, a junior in social
welfare from Denver, sees the concept of black is
beautiful as “negating the white standard that a

We aimto Keep your
dependable electric
and natural gas
service your biggest
bargain.

straight, small nose and small lips are all all that
can be beautiful. . .” Since the picture was taken,
Esther has cut her hair in an “afro” or natural.

Now Playing Thru Saturday

FOX

latest

For Weekly Schedules And
Program Information Call 728-1121

word!

[fflFSREATEST'SBVENTURt'OFTHEM'AIT!
Priced from $30

Pow er
—WEEKDAYS—
7:00 and 9:15
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Continuous Showing

Cecil's
HAMMOND ARCADE

Beauty Said Race Harmony Key
By MELINDA HOSKINS
Montana Kaimln Staff Writer
Black is beautiful is a philoso
phy, a rallying cry for political
change, an integral part of black
power. It is even an advertising
slogan.
To Dee Daniels, senior in Art
Education, the idea that black is
beautiful “involves every part of
you, everything you do, depending
on the degree you believe in it.”
Dee thinks that the black com
munity is moving toward 'autono
my. “A type of separation is nec
essary before the races can get
together/’ she said. <<By together,
I don’t mean intermingling, but
recognizing each other as an
equal.”
“I’d like to reach the point of
autonomy within myself, to find
out who I am,” Dee said, “Then I
can respond better to the world
and to other people.
“The black man never has been
allowed a place, not like the white
man who has a place waiting for
him but only has to find it. For a
black man, it is more a rebirth.”
“The black is beautiful concept
is an outward sign that we’re fi
nally arriving,” Dee said.
The last time Dee went home to
Seattle, she found that many per
sons of all ages in her community
were wearing their hair natural.
“Even my parents had naturals,”
she said.
Black is beautiful has not always
been the case, especially in show
business, where to get ahead, Dee
said, you had to be “light, bright
and almost white.” Lena Home
and Billie Holliday are examples
of an old style of beauty that only
mirrored white standards.
Dee sings with a rock band, the
Brown Sugar. If she decides not to
sing professionally, Dee plans to
teach art at an all or mostly black
high school.
African painting and sculpture
have had a great effect on Dee’s
art. “There is an innate influence
of African art on black artists,”
she said. “They do things that in
ways resemble African art.”
“In high school, I never drew
black people, just white people,”
she said. “It was automatic.”
During the summer of 1967, Dee
and nine white students went on
a church-sponsored trip to Europe,
spending two months in Iran.
“I was more readily accepted
than the other kids,” Dee said. “It
was weird being treated like a
majority when you’re a minority,
but it was nice. The Iranians were
interested in how I felt as a black
person in America.”
Dee noticed a definite difference
in race relations in Iran. Although
Iranians are dark-skinned, tech
nically, they are Caucasians. “They
were all sympathetic to the black
cause,” Dee said. “All the news
papers were pro-black. There were
riots here that summer, and all the
newspapers covered them just the
opposite of Time and Newsweek.

Herb White
Herb White is a senior in Health
and Physical Education from De
troit.
To Herb, black is beautiful is
used in terms of identification. “It

incorporates ideas of one’s identity
and destiny,” Herb said. “It is a
basis from which to move; it is an
established reality.
“It means the development of
the black community along its own
lines. Black is beautiful takes a
stand. It rejects white standards
that black people have been using
too and applying to themselves.
“Black is beautiful tries to make
people aware that black is black
and that black is defined by black.”
Using the analogy of night and
day, Herb said, “They each have
something intrinsic you can’t cap
ture, can’t compare to each other.
You can’t set standards for beauty;
it is inhuman.
“Beauty isn’t only physical fea
tures. It is also seen in someone’s
associations, in their thoughts
shown by movements, gestures,
facial expressions—even in their
hands.”
Herb sees a great change in the
black power movement in the last
ten years. Then, integration was
the goal. Now, the movement is
political and not idealistic.
Herb went to a high school that
was about 65 per cent black, yet
there was always a white home
coming queen. That too has
changed, he said.
“The younger kids in high school
now take it for granted that they’re
being cheated out of something, so
they go and get it.”
Herb also cited the facts that
there are more black faculty mem
bers and that white students un
derstand themselves better now.
But still, young people are growing
up more militant.
Herb thinks that the Black
Panthers are a worthwhile group.
“They are a growing group, but
with developing identity, black
people will get something greater
than a Black Panther Party, some
thing that will eventually include
whites and that will fight for the
rights of all men.”

Esther Hadley
Esther Hadley, a junior in social
welfare from Denver, sees the con
cept of black is beautiful as “ne
gating the white standard that a
straight, small nose and small lips
are all that can be beautiful in this
country.”
“At one time, I would have been
more popular than my darkerskinned sister,” said Esther. “Black
men are now starting to see this.
They’re not overly concerned with
dating a white woman. It used to
be a status symbol in the black
community. Now it is a way to get
yourself ostracized.”
To Esther, her natural is a sym
bol of identity. “For some people,
it is just a style or a fad. There
are some black people who’ll al
ways straighten their hair, but
they’re no less black,” Esther said.
Esther transferred to UM last
year from a Washington junior
college. “I still feel conspicuous,”
she said. “I don’t like to walk
somewhere and have everybody’s
head turn. I don’t like to be stared
at as though I’m a freak.
“Last year we were like ‘show
niggers.’ Dee and I said to each
other ‘This is the first time these
people have seen black girls.’”

“Everybody was always in our
room trying to prove how liberal
they were. But when they were
out in public with their boy
friends, they just didn’t want to be
sociable.”
“We’re black people in a white
environment,” Esther said. “I got
on Program Council for the pur
pose of getting more black people
out here. If Montanans don’t know
anybody but white people, they’re
culturally deprived. The real world
jwill be a rude awakening for
them.
“I was involved in Action Semi
nar last year and the hippies were
just as prejudiced as the rest.
They’re liberals who are not for
real. Quite a few of them were
just like white liberals who say,
‘We’re going to help you’ when
they mean ‘We’re going to take
“I can like some white girls be
cause they respond to me on a
human level. They’re not trying to
use me to ‘get to know a black
person.’ They want to know me
because I’m me.
“But some white girls feel they
know black people just because
they’ve dated black guys. They
even trying to pick up the slang.
“People say to me, ‘Africans
don’t wear afro hairdos. They don’t
wear daishikas. What are you try
ing to prove?’ I say to them that
we are not denying our African
ism anymore. We love it and are
embracing it.”
Esther plans to go to Howard
University in Washington, D.C. for
her masters. “I want to go out
and teach black kids, give them a
strong, foothold so they can find
out at age four what I found out
at 21—how to fit into society as
a black person.

THE DRIVE-IN WITH
THE
RAINBOW COLORS

1/4% LB. BEEF WITH TOMATO, LETTUCE
AND MAYONNAISE

50c

THE HENN HAUSE
743 S. H i n i n s

grill's
burger

b a rs

THE SPARKLE
Hough Dry 1st 10 lbs.—$1.25
Self-Service Dry Cleaning—$2.00 A Load
— FINISH LAUNDRY —
NEW WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS
Selective water Temperature Control
DRIERS 10l a load at

THE SPARKLE
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
814 S. Higgins

CALABASH STYLES

$ 7 .5 0 up

T his new Calabash is unlike any you’ve e ver seen.
I t’s so unique th a t even m en who now own several
Calabash pipes w ill w ant one. I t a ttrac ts a ttention
by its individual beauty and m arvelous cool, clean,
lightw eight smoking.
T he beautiful taw ny gourd is hand etched in rich
deep carvings th a t give it a rugged m anly look.
Fitte d to th e gourd is a rem ovable cream y w hite
hollow bowl and a com fortable vulcanite m ilitary
stag bit.
T he pipe is exceptionally light an d easy to hold.
Comes in handsom e clear top g ift box (A).

T h e B e ll
225 E. Broadway

Opposite the Post Office

549-2181

Stephanie Miller

GIANT HAMBURGER

Be Sure . . .
Have Your Wiglet Styled and
Fixed by the Nearby Wig
Experts at

own kids.”
Besides concentrating heavily on
anthropology and sociology, Step
hanie plans to read every piece of
black literature she can lay hands
to and many racist books as well.
Stephanie plans to lecture, trav
el and teach young people in the
black community. “I want to tell
them the world’s not sweet,” she
said.

Stephanie,Miller is a freshman
from Seattle who plans to special
ize in Afro-American culture.
“Black is beautiful doesn’t de
pend on physical traits,” Stephanie
said. “You don’t have to wear a
natural. It is a concept of you on
the inside, your soul.
“I never had much to do with ,
white people. I came out here to
find out what was so superior
about the white man that he could
try to dictate to us.
“When I got here the black kids
thought I was some kind of nut.
They think I’m militant! The
younger group coming up is going
to raise hell.
“I’m supposed to be an authority
on everything. I’m only 19. They
ask me what the people think in
the ghetto in Chicago. I only know
about Seattle.
“Sometimes I just want to eat
dinner and then someone will in
sist on talking about prejudice.”
Stephanie was on the freshman
cheerleading squad until a month
ago, when she quit. “I was there
as a representative of the Black
Student Union. But then we’d go
somewhere like Bozeman and the
kids would stare. I saw it was no
use. I got sick of being on dis
play.”
Stephanie is planning to trans
fer to the University of Washing

Will You Look Your
Best for the
Weekend of Formals?

ton next year. “I wanted to get
the learning experience of living
in a white community,” Stephanie
said. “But I want to find out who
I am and not have people tell me.”
Stephanie thinks it an excellent
sign that more black teachers are
going back into the black com
munity. “Black people need pow
er, power, power. We’ve got to
control our own schools, teach our

h.i.s
NORFOLK

Spring’s Hot New Fashion Idea
in a Light-Weight Corduroy
Sizes 35-44 regs.; 40-44 longs

$30.00

men's store

801 East Broadway

HOLIDAY VILLAGE
Weekdays 10 AM. to 9 P.M. — Saturday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

543-8051
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When that hungry for a pizza
feeling hits see

SHARI EF
Free Delivery and Dining Room Service
Begin at Noon
1106 W. Broadway
543-7312

Before The Functions This Weekend.
Stop At

W O R D E N ’S
For All Your Refreshments
YOUR FRIENDLY LOCAL GROCERY
Open 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

7 Days a Week

434 N. Higgins

BLACK STUDENTS COMMENT—Herb White,
senior in physical education, said, “Ton can’t set

Phone 549-9824

standards for beautv: it’s inhuman."
(Photo by Karen Peck)

Black Arts--The Movement
EDITOR’S NOTE By Larry Neal, from New Tork University’s Drama Review, Summer 1968. Neal is co
editor, with LeRoi Jones, of “Black Fire,” a new anthology of Afro-American writing. Reprinted from
the Jan. 26 Washington Post.
“The Black Arts Movement is
radically opposed to any concept of other with the art of politics . . .
radicalization is impossible. In
It is the opinion of many black fact, what is needed is a whole new
the artist that alienates him from
writers that the Western aesthetic system of ideas . . .
his community.
Black Art is the aesthetic and has run its course: that it is im
It is a profound ethical sense
spiritual sister of the Black Power possible to construct anything that makes a Black artist question
concept. As such, it envisions an meaningful within its decaying a society in which art is one thing
art that speaks directly to the structure.
and the actions of men another.
needs and aspirations of Black
We advocate a cultural revolu The Black Arts Movement believes
America. In order to perform this tion in art and ideas.
that your ethics and your aesthe
The cultural values inherent in tics are one. That the contradic
task, the Black Arts Movement
proposes a radical reordering of western history must either be tions between ethics and aesthetics
the western cultural aesthetic. It radicalized or destroyed, and we in western society is symptomatic
proposes a separate symbolism, will probably find that even of a dying culture.”
mythology, critique, and iconology.
The Black Arts and the Black
Power concept both relate broadly
NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!
to the Afro-American’s desire for
WEEK DATS: Shorts at 6:20 and 8:50; “Minsky’s” at 7:00 and 9:25.
self-determination and nationhood.
SATURDAY: ’Minsky’s” at 2:55-5:25-7:55-10:05; Shorts at 4:45Both concepts are nationalistic.
7:15-9:45..
One is concerned with the relation
ship between art and politics; the

NWNL Representative Rod Lung congratulates
Ron Mehrens on his fine job in the Big Sky Con
ference Wrestling Tournament.
ROD LUNG

Northwestern National Life
323 Washington

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!

she

had to experience

SUNDAY: Shorts at 12:00-2:25-4:55-7:25-9:35; “Minsky’s” at 12:152:45-5:15-7:45-9:50.

th e y

the

Phone 9-4154

everythinga
d die
n

raided

night
minsky's

Four Convenient
Locations
• Holiday Village
• East Broadway
• West Broadway
• Bud Lake Village

A 8UD YORKINNORMAN LEAR PRODUCTION

"THE NIGHT THEY RAIDED MINSKY’S”
... JASON ROBARDS - BRITT EKLAND

's
4B

BERT LAHR

THESIGNOF GOODFOOD
12 — MONTANA KAIMIN ★ *

forrest tucker
COLOR
by Deluxe
william
friedkin
lear
WILMAnorman

NORMAN WISDOM

01NH01MllllOT
SIDNEYMICHAUS

Phone 543-7341
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thatwoman

everyman

WAS HER TOOL FORPLEASURE

United
Artists

OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Shorts at 7:00 - 8:50
“Woman” at 7:25-9:15

ROXY
Adults Only: $1.50

